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Daily Relaxes
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The College Library still be
,loed both Saturdays during
wing 1.eatlon, but will be open
p.m. Mondasawn 8 a.m. to !I
ukho. Reg-Waif hours will re ,u April 18.
Au administrative offices will
open Nionday-Friday.
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aster Plan Awaits Lecturer Talks Tonight ASB Council Approves Revision;
!nal Senate Okay n ex - versa s
lis NUKE JOHN-I/N.
Editor
The master plan for higher education, in its latest form, is
lie final jump away from approval this morning.
Tile bill again is in the senate awaiting acceptance of changes
ade in the assembly earlier this week.
The senate is expected to approve the resised version of the
lin without much discussion.
The’ 10-year master plan is designed as the framework for
slifornia higher education
future.
to help channe ’
n6ir1 expected
for the immediate
.rough California colleges the
erriow charge of college slitnts now in high schools.
101
The bill passed the assembly I
esday night, and went directly
the senate for concurrence in
bly amendments. The senate
an earlier form of the bill
The two students working at the
week.
voting registration booth in front
The assembly voted 70-0 in ta- of the Spartan bookstore this week
w) of the bill Tuesday, in spite are performing the service for
the efforts of Assemblyman more than one reason.
as J. MacBride 1D-SacraPrimarily, as a project sponsored
ento) to change it.
by the San Jose State Young DemMaenride was trying to pre- ocrats, they are trying to get peoene the right of the state W- ple "to get out and vote." But
inton of architeeture to draw as an added incentive, the students
up plans for any building intend - are earning 10 cents for every
for California state colleges. name they register.
Month() main point aa yet unThe booth will be set up today
rewired In the senate.
The master plan, originally de- until 3 p.m. and tomorrow from 8
by a legislative liaison corn- to 10 am.; 11:30 to 12:30 p.m. and
tee of top California educators, 1:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Approximately 300 persons had
constructed to separate state
lees from the state board of registered at the campus booth by
2 p.m. yesterday. In addition to
ucation.
students, members of the SJS facNO STATE COLLEGE PHI).
ulty and staff have been regisThe plan also provided, in its tering, Bob Crittenden, YD presichest form, instructional terri- dent and deputy registrar, said
cries for each institution. State yesterday.
leges would not have been al Working with Crittenden is
eel to expand their curricula to
e doctoral level. Ph.D. degrees Louis Gray, also a member of the
old have been granted either by YD’s. Both students were depue University of California, pri- tized by the Santa Clara County
oe institutions, or state colleges Registrar’s office.
"Still more men than women
conjunction with the University
have been signing up," Crittenden
California.
said. Generally, the Republican
COLLEGE BOARD
party still seems to take a small
The present plan provides a 16- edge in preference, more married
ember board of state college women seem to be registering and
stees who will be appointed by most students are registering for
governor. Each member will the first time, Crittenden said.
rve an eight -year term, and will
intro! state colleges much the
as the Board of Regents now
,ntrol the University of Califor-

is

The original plan would have
ritten into the state constitution an amendment prohibiting
the entrance of the bottom twothirds id high school graduates
Into state colleges.
State colleges would have aced the top one-third, the Unirsity of California would have
en the top one-eighth, and juncolleges would have taken all
hers
But the entrance restrictions
ere stricken early from the
endment.

todent

a

The Spartan Dully will go on
yap/11ton with the vela of gain
utne Slate nest week, and to.
fast milli all
day’s paper Is
er 4.aster revess.
I.
out
The nest bow..
on Wednesday, April 20.

Young Demos
F an Booth
or Voters

Dr. Emil Witschi, national lecturer for Sigma Xi and professor
of zoology, embryology and endocrinology at the State University
of Iowa, will speak at 7:30 tonight
in S142 on "Sex Reversals in Animals and in Man."
The talk, sponsored by the College lecture committee and the
campus chapter of Sigma Xi, will
explain the research now being
done on determiners of normal sex
development and naturally occurring or deliberate modification.
EPIGENESIS
Dr, Witschi will tell about the
theory of epigenesis, which state,
that development starts from a
structureless cell and consists in
the successive formation and addition of new parts that do not preexist in the fertilized. He will
contrast this with the view of preformation.
Hormones and other chemical
effectors, temperature and specific
metabolic conditions," according
to Dr. Witschi, "are some of the
tools that have served in the experimental manipulation of sex
differentiation."
SWISS BORN
Switzerland-born Dr. Witschi
came to the U.S. in 1926 on fellowships to Yale university and the
University of Chicago. He became
a member of the faculty of the
Iowa university in 1927 and a naturalized citizen in 1933.

Ile attended the State Univer-

sity in Bern, Switzerland from

1908 to 1911, and received his I
Ph.D. at the University of Mu- I Student Council unanimously approved the revised constitution
nich in 1913.
yesterday and voted to let the
Dr. Witschi has been a guest
student body have the final say on
professor at the University of TuApril 26-27 in a special election.
The general ASB election will
be held May 12-13.
The council also appropriated
necessary funds to buy a full page
advertisement in the Spartan Daily

POLITICAL AUTHOR
Thr)4R-year-old professor is the
s of several
works, including
Change in Latin America:
.e Emergence
of the Middle Sec ^r, which in 1958 won for him a
’ gire lie in
the Bolton award
’"i’lMation on I.atin America
lien in English.
Re also has taught at the UniolVof Guadalajara, Mexico.
Amer,,’,.n Week commemoi he first
international con-

constitution which the council acted upon.
In other action, the council at,
pointed Don French homecoming
committee chairman and officially
declared May 3 Founder’s Day. A
$20 request from proponents of
the Anne Frank Academy was
turned down.
Roger Johnson. senior represenlathe, suggested that with the ad Cent of political parties on campus
some consideration be given to the
piessibility of primary eleetions.
*
*
*

Construction Program
Faces State Board Today sitdown Strike
The $24 million, five-year
construe ’
program for San
Jose State will he proposed to
the state board of education today.
This winild carry the college’s
building program through 1966,
DR. EMIL WITSCHI
...on sex reversal
bingen, Germany, in 1948-49 and
at the University of Paris last
year. He is a permanent delegate
to the International Congress of
Zoologists and is ’president of the
American Society of Zoolgists.

’Treatment Man’ Tells Saga
Of Riot at Michigan Prison
A "treatment man" must he an
honest, law abiding citizen who is
a con man’s model and must have
the ability to "out con the cons,"
said Dr. Julian Roebuck, assistant
professor of sociology, at yesterday’s book talk on William Wiegand’s "Treatment Man."
The term "treatment man," Dr.
Roebuck reported, is synonymous
to other slang expressions used in
prison circles for psychologists,
which include "headshrinker, dogooder and missionary."

"The book shows the weaknesses
in the prison’s administration," he
continued, stating the riot prevailed because of employee shortages and inadequate prison controls.
WARDEN FRUSTRATED
He explained that even the warden did not know what to do to
end the riot, and only the psychologist or "treatment man" attempted a solution through negotiations.
Dr. Dwight Bente!, head of the
Department of Journalism and Advertising, will give the next book
PRISON RIOT STORY
talk on Stewart Alsop’s "The Rea
story
con"Treatment Man" is
porter’s Trade," on April 20.
cerned with a mass prison riot in
a maximum security penitentiary
at Jackson, Mich. The speaker exrdnI36 I of I lo
BIM’
plained that the book relates the
were mailed Tuesday, according types of people concerned, caus,
to Dr. Ralph R. Cummings, aMAD- of the riot, and the methods emdate dean of students for admis- ployed to settle the outbreak.
sion and rewords.
"Wiegand tells his story through
SACRAMENTO (UPI1A bill
This compares with 5542 for two narrators," Dr. Roebuck reto double the number of state
for
the
and
4305
last semester
viewed, the first being the prison
spring setnester of 1939.
psychologist who is presented scholarships given to California
Dean Cummings said that this "factually." The second is the students yesterday went to Gov.
of
indivirepresents the number
prisoners’ rioting leader who, ac- Edmund G. Brown’s desk.
dual blue cards and not the num- cording to Dr. Roebuck, is "disThe measure, if signed by
receive
ber of students as some
torted somewhat" from the actual
Brown, would provide 2560 state
more than one card.
case.
scholarships in the 1960-61 school
year and more each year on a
sliding scale to a maximum of
5120 state grants in the 1964-65
school year and thereafter.
Sen. Walter W. Stiern ID-Bakersfield), who presented the measure in the Senate. said it would
ference of American states held at in American exhibits will be chin- cost the state $2,500,000 in maxiPan
throughout
campus
played
on
Washington, D.C., in 1890.
mum operation.
As part of the observation, Lat- American week by the departAnother provision of the meas’ ments of Natural Science, Home
Economics and the college library. ure would change the amount of
RESOLUTION ADOPTED
the scholarships from a flat $600
A resolution was adopted at this
a year to an amount ranging from
first meeting which later resulted $300
to $900 a year, depending on
in the formation of the Pan Amerithe amount of tuition and fees at
can Union.
the public and private colleges.
The latest International conference was held at Caracas, Venezuela, in 1954.
During the span of years an efficient inter-American organization, with various councils and
More than 70 faculty members
committees, has been developed to
maintain peace and foster cultural, were present for the first general
economic and other friendly rela- meeting of American Federation
tions among the member states. of Teachers, Local 1362, this week.
Acting Pres, Richard G. Tansey,
The present Organization of
American States is one of the spe- professor of art, was the principal
cial organizations within the speaker. Ile gave a fifteen minute
framework of the United Nations. talk on professionalism and status.
General elections for the local
Following Professor Johnson’s
address, there will be a special will be held during the next meetDR. JOHN J. JOHNSON
lunch at the CWC in his honor. ing, it was learned.
Pan Am speaker

Blue Cards Sent
To 4364 Students

Bill Would Double
Education Awards

JS Pan-Am Day Features Speech
y Stanford Prof, Lunch, Exhibits
Pln American week, April 18
,
be celebrated here as
merican day, April 20, Dr.
J. Rogers, associate Proof Political Science, an ’el yesterday.
The annual event
will feature
hJohn
Johnson, professor of
."11,’ at Stanford university,
’L; On "Latin America Since
.senhower Visit," in Concert
in:, April 20 at 11:30 a.m.

to print the revision in full context and give the students a chance
to study it.
The revised constitution was the
only item of business at last
week’s meeting, which lasted for
seven hours. Several points, major
and minor, were discussed by the
members and some ot these points
were incorporated into the final

70 Profs Attend
SJS Union Meet

$2 million; television facilities.
$500,000; Home Economics buil,’
ing remodeling, $500,000; seconu
multi -story parking garage, $2,500.000; infirmary, $675,000.

1964-1965
For 1964-65
Faculty office
building addition, $450,000; president’s residence, $60,000.
For 1963-66
Police -Military
Science building addition, $500,000.
Equipment. appropriations include $4.500,000 between 1961 and
1963 for engineering equipment,
$630,000 next year for aeronautics
CONSTRUCTION ITEMS
equipment and $1 million in 1963Major construction items in- 64 for equipment for a second
chide:
garage.
For 1961 -62. -Police and Military
- Science building, $1,941,500: second Science building, $4,700,000:
Administration building additio$500,000; Corporation Yard a ) :
tion, $100,000; Cafeteria additi
$900.000.
For 1962-63 Business building.

when SJS will have 16,600 fulltime students, according to the
proposal.
The proposed appropriation does
not include $4,015,835 for construction included in the 1960-61
budget just passed by the legislature.

Conference

Ends Tonight

’Eve’FrNidayefxlietk,Fs,fsokred
Next

bv
the senior class, will be shown
April
-Three Faces of Eve," pre% iously canceled because of film
damage, is expected. If repairs
have not been made, ’Ten Thousand Bedrooms" will be presented.
The film will be shown in Morris
Dailey auditorium, as usual. with
25 cents -per-person admission.

Sprite Due Out

I
Sparta Sprite, freshman class
newspaper, will he on the
stands today with its third
...ue of the year, according to
!milord Polese, editor.
The /WOW Is free of charge I
and will be distributed in the
Spartan bookstore and other
points on campus.

i1.%,,.4,me,lit and public relations will be discussed tonight at 7:30 in Morris Dailey
auditorium as the concluding topies of the second annual Management Training conference. The
conference began Tuesday.
The three-night event is being
sponsored by the San Jose junior
chamber of commerce for people.
in the management field "wt
want and need to understand an:
accomplish more in business and
the community."
"The Importance of Public Relations" will be discussed tonight
by Frank Crosby. director of public relations for Kaiser Permanente Cement co.
Second talk topic is "Facts and
Fallacies of Personnel Development." by Royce II. Hubin. of the
manpower planning and development atomic power equipment department, General Electric.
Admission charge tonight is $2,
which may be paid at the door.

world wire

RETIRED MILITARY OFFICERS CHARGED WITH PAYOLA
WASHINGTON I UPI
The House heard demands yesterday that
it approve stiff penalties against military officers who retire to take
plush selling jobs with defense industries.
Rep. Ray J. Madden ID-Incl.) told the House in the opening floor
speech on the issue that contractors were using this practice as "a
back -door approach" to the treasury. Ile branded this a form of "payola" for officers and said congress should halt it. Hebert told the House
his proposal had been pronounced "acceptable" by the Eisenhower
administration.
CALIFORNIA VOTERS TO DECIDE VET FARM PROGRAM
SACRAMENTO I UPI) California voters will get a chance, probably in the June primary, to pass upon a 400-million -dollar bond issue
to continue the veterans farm and home purchase program. This was
assured Tuesday by the senate’s action in passing a bill by Assemblyman Myron V. Frew D-Dintibal putting the bond issue on the ballot.
The veterans’ program has been in effect since the end of World
War I and provides low interest loans to ex-servicemen to buy a farm
or home. The program has been self-supporting with veterans themselves paying off the bonds.
OAKLAND FOOTBALL STADIUM BILL TO BROWN
SACRAMENTO (UPI) GOV. Edmund G. Brown yesterday received a bill to permit Oakland to build a stadium for the Oakland Senors
of the new American Football league. The senate Tuesday gave final
passage to the bill by Sen. John W. Holmrlahl ID-Oakland). It is now
up to Brown either to sign or veto it.
The bill affects land between Lake Merritt and the Oakland Estuary which was granted by the state to Oakland for specific purposes
years ago. The measure expands the purposes to include construction
of the stadium.
KENNEDY SWEEPS WISCONSIN PRIMARY
MILWAUKEE (UPI ) Sen. John F. Kennedy yesterday rode a
tide of big city votes to victory in Wisconsin’s weathervane primary
election. The engaging Massachusetts senator gained momentum in
his drive for the Democratic presidential nomination by capturing 6 oii,
of 10 congressional districts, a big majority of the state’s convent "in
delegates and a fat plurality of a record popular vote.

Vote ate
Students voting on the revised
constitution April 26-27 also will
be given a yes or no vote on a
proposal brought to Student Council two weeks ago by TASC, a re
laical party on campus.
TASC proposed that the council
indicate sympathy and support to
Negro demonstrators in their nonviolent attempts to gain equal service at public lunch counters.
"The constitution . . . does not
provide Student Council with all thority to commit the student body
to stands on matters of national or
international sienificance," said
Doyle Norman, head of a special
committee studying the TASC rrssolution.
"The Student Council is corn Posed of 15 students whose personal prejudice and attitudes toward matters of national or international significance will of necessity, reflect the feeling of the entire student body of blurt() students, he continued.
On the same ballot. SJS students will be asked to grant the
Student Council authority to take
public stands on such matters in
the future.

Young Republicans
To Meet Tomght
John II. Etherton. president of
the California Young Republicans
College federation, will speak at
tonight’s meeting of the Young
Republicans in TE21 at S. Ile will
talk on "The Collegiate Politician."
Etherton. a graduate student
now attending Sacramento state
college, was president of the Chico
state college Young Republicans
in 1956-57. He attended Lassen
junior college and was graduated
from Chico state.
Plans for the YRCE convention,
to be held April 29-30 and May 1
in San Mateo, and a presidential
preference poll to be conducted at
San Jose State so-ill be discussed.
All interested students are invited to attend, according to Pres.
Ray Blockie.
YR secretary Elizabeth Stone
was elected second viee president
of the Santa Clara county YR’s
at a recent meeting id
group.

Reputation, reputation,
reputation! I have lost my
reputation. And only because I didn’t have a new
suit for the big dance.
Why? I just couldn’t
afford it. But now I find
that I can open a R/A
SUPER CHARGE with just
my Reg. Card, Oh! Had
I known! My reputation
would be good and the
payments minimum!

First at Santa Cla,a
*:;YM{;:;!;!::::i.:;::::::7:!!:::::.::+:::.

ti
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rietely Comment
Council Says Yes; We
Vote After Vacation
Student court may have held one of its last petty sessions
Tuesday.
With the council’s approval of the new constitution yesterday, it looks as though student gover lllllent reformation at
last will take place.
Student court no longer will be restrained to its traditional
job of prosecuting sign violations and levying "fines" of a few
dollars on careless organizations.
We hope it will be a rare day when student court again
will tie itself up in 90 minutes of virtually unnecessary debate
over a semantic shading in court procedureas it did Tuesday.
Student court will have more momentous business than
few-dollar-fines to deal with. It would be ideal if the court
could see its way to eliminate haggling over routine matters,
and use its grand procedure as it shouldin matters that deserve the effort.
Now the court might take on a more impressive air. It will
seem more like a court, and less like a trumped up debate tournment.
If voters say yes after Easter vacation, student court won’t
he the nebulous institution as we know it now.

Two From Faculty
Show Art in Texas

THURSDAY

Corned Beef & Cabbage
FRIDAY

SPAGHETTI
Fri. and Sat. Night
Have fun with the

LEE SISTERS
COMMUNITY SINGING
The Place where Everyone
Gets Info The Act"

Robert Collins, assistant professor of art, exhibited three of
his drawings in the recent invitation exhibition, Bay Area
Drawings. at Texas Christian
university, Fort Worth, Tex.
Dr. Kenneth Auvil, instructor
in art, also exhibited work in the
Texas exhibition.

Big Discounts on
Gasoline!
Motor Oil
All brands 38c qt.
Cigarettes 22c pk.

IRISH
VILLAGE

SAHARA Oft CO.

93 Willow Street

2ND and WILLIAM

DINING OUT FOR EASTER?
Give your vacation dinner
dates that extra something
that make them memorable.
Take her, or him, to one of
San Jose’s finest dinner clubs.

1401 So, FIRST AT ALMA

Have You Thought About a

FUTURE IN FINANCE?
COMMERCIAL CREDIT
Representative
Will be on campus
Friday, April 8
See Placement Office to schedule your interview

Gerald Nachman,

Just a
reminder
for the
Easter
vacation.
Try our
pizza and
free
delivery
plan.

The answer, man
I THOUGHT since it has been so beastly out
lately that I would take our roving mike outside
Into the sunshine and try to interview some of
the many people walking about the campus today.
Well -who is this first nice young man approaching us? The
one with the yellow hair, jutting jaw, ruddy cheeks and clipboard.
BOY REPORTER: Hello there, sir. Can you take time out of
your busy schedule to talk to our Candid Campus microphone?
STUDENT: Huh, man? What’s up? Don’t bug me, I got a
cotter date in five minutes. How’s every little thing? Is it hot
enough for you?
BR: Would you mind answering a few questions today for our
vast audience?
STUDENT: Man, I already had my midterms. Well, go ahead
what’s on your mind, dad?
BR: Well, I notice you’re wearing one of the more popular cuts
of bermuda shorts today, those with the extra-casual ripped edges.
STUDENT: Ohthese? Sure, man, they’re cool on the calves.
How do you stand them long pants on a scorcher like this?
BR: Well, it isn’t easy. Say, friend, doesn’t it take a lot of nerve
to wear those short pants that show all your legs like that?
STUDENT: What? Man, I ain’t got no choice. At the house
they say we got to wear these to school. Man, every year when it
gets hot we got this regular schedule we got to follow. It’s all
screwed up.
BR: What do you mean?
STUDENT: Say, pal, you ever been up to Eleventh at.? Ever
notice all us guys naked to the waist out wasidn’ our cars and all?
I bet you think we like that. Well, man, we hate it. But we have
to wear these bermudas and play the scene, mart, or we get fined.
BR: But why do they make you wear them? I’m afraid I don’t
quite understand.
STUDENT: I mean they figure you got to tell us Greeks from
the rest of the people when the warm weather starts. During the
winter and fall we wear button -downs, crew-necks, car-coats--you
know, man, the whole scene. It’s a matter of necessity. You get
the scene?
BR: Yes, now I think I understand. Is there anything else you
must wear in the spring?
STUDENT: Man, you know it! The whole sceneT-shirts with
"San Jose State," shades, sandals. Stuff like that.
BR: What’s your major?
STUDENT: Biz ad, man. No sweat . . . Well, I got to split
over to the cafeteria. Got to see this chick and aU. You understand, man.
BR: Oh, certainly. And thank you for your time, sir.
STUDENT: What? Oh, hell, sure man. Have a ball. Well, I
got to make the scene, now. Hang loose.
BR: Yeah

Contestants Announced
For Kaucher Reading
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The sound of music rising

Irons many local churches on

yffinnMMInumr

The complete list of persons
trying out for the biannual Dr.
Dorothy Kaucher Oral Reading
Award contest has been announced.
The audition is scheduled for
April 19 at 3:30 p.m. in the Studio Theater.
The 25 contestants and their
selections are: Yvonne Jackson,
"John Brown’s Body"; Doug
Johnson, "The Apostate"; Bruce
Lovelady,
"Morning Song of
Senlin"; Jerry Colosimo, "Tentative Description of a Dinner";
Kathleen Devin, "How to Tell
the Good Guys from the Bad
Guys"; Susan Evers, "Alice in
Wonderland";
Robert Shehtanian, "The Cha-

First in
formal wear
since 1906

Professors Direct Church Music
By MELVA VOLLERSEN
Music and Art Editor

BOY REPORTER
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Tracy Godfrey, I.loyd Griffin, Max.
me Harris, James Janssen, [height
Miller, Gary Palmer, Nick Peters,
James Ragsdale, Maryleela Rao, Ed
Rapoport, Art Shelton, Earle Truax,
Jane Young.
- - --
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ser"; Zoe Kamitses, "The Rape
of Lidice"; Bruce Reeves, "Cyrano de Bergerac"; Jerry Juhl,
"Only the Dead Know Brooklyn"; Charles Harrison, "Dandelion Wine"; Betsy Rainbow,
"Bernice Bobs Her Hair"; Brian
Wolfram, "Gunge Din"; John
Higgins, "A Death in the Family"; Linda Dodds, "The People,
Yes"; Jeffery Bedell, "The Return":
Judy Slater, "Scapegoat"; Jacquelin Jewett, "First Robin";
Merle Osborn, "Joan of Arc";
Ronald Magnuson, "Grapes of
Wrath"; Sharon Wright, "Riders
to the Sea"; Christy Gunn, "The
La.st Lesson";
Rae Marston,
"Tea at Mrs. Armsby’s"; Bob
Geary. "Summer of the Beautiful White Horse"; and Sara Cori,
"First Confession."
Persons on the "waiting list"
are John Hopkins, "King Midas";
FA Chilla, "The Turtle"; Joan
Hammond, "Etiquette"; Carole
Warren, "Creation"; Howard
Reed, "They Shall Not Die".; Bill
Purkiss, "I’m a Fool"; Larry
Peck; Drusilla Green, poems by
E. E. Cummings; Kay Benton,
"The Raven to Helen"; and Rob
Kerr, "Image of the Lost Soul."
The Kaucher contest will be
held April 28 when a prize of $50
will be presented to the winner.
Last semester’s winner was Gil
Gillespie for his comic reading
of "Carmen."
The April 19 tryouts are oper
to all student,

Easter morning will come not
from choirs of angels but from
church choirs under the threenon of members of the Music
department faculty.
Contributing to life in the
community through work with
church music, the music professors direct choirs, serve as organists or church soloists.
Church holidays require special musical programs, such as
Haydn’s "Passion" to be presented at 7:30 p.m. on Palm Sunday
by the 55-member Church of the
Valley sanctuary choir under the
direction of Edwin Dunning, assistant professor of music.
MINISTER OF MUSIC
Prof. Dunning serves as minister of music at the Congregational Church of the Valley in
Santa Clara, Three San Jose
State students will be soloists in
the "Passion" performance: Pegi
DiBari, soprano; Nancy Ash,
mezzo soprano, and Robert Donalson, bass.
Other directors of local church
choirs are Dr. Russell Harrison,
assistant professor of music, at
the First Methodist church in
San Jose; Dr. Gus Lease, assistant professor of music, First
Presbyterian c h urch in San
Jose; Dr, Gibson Walters, professor of music, Calvary Methodist church in San Jose, and
William Erlendson, professor of
music, Trinity Episcopal church
in San Jose,
Richard R. Jenson, associate
professor of music, is organist
at the First Methodist church in
Los Gatos and Dr. Violet Thomas, associate professor of music,
is organist at the First Church
of Christ, Scientist in Los Gatos.
Serving as contralto soloist at
Trinity Episcopal church in San
Jose is Miss Maurine Thompson,
associate professor of music.
Some of the church music directors have long and varied records of service. Dr. Walters has
directed the Calvary Methodist
church choir for the past 10
years. Dr. Lease has been connected with music in churches
at Sioux City, Iowa; Bouder,
Colo.; Norman, Okla.; and Bloomington, Ind., as well as San
Jose.
PROBLEMS OF CHOIRS
Dr. Lease, who directs both
the men’s and women’s glee
clubs at SJS, said one of the
differences between directing
church choirs and college groups
is the attitude of the singers.
"A church choir is a volunteer group, where some music
students are required to participate in music activities," he said.

SAN REMO’S

SAN JOSE

RENTALS

In San J6,.

15 South 2nd Street
CY4-2322

Piss Polo Alto, Son Froneloc11.
Oakland ond Ilerkelef

In church choirs, singers approach music from a spiritual
standpoint, or as an outlet for
emotions built up during the
week, he explained.
Church choirs atract the lonely, people who want to find peace
through the expression of music
and sometimes "people who love
to sing hut can’t," Dr. Lease
said.
One problem of the choir director is irregular attendance.
Between the Thursday night rehearsal and Sunday morniru,
there is about 25 per cent
changeover in the choir membership.
It is sometimes difficult to
find choir members, Dr. Lease

added, especially
in Californii
where there is so much
outdoors. Women are moreto ti(
Will
ing to sing in church
choirs tnar
men, he said.
"One of the
embarrassment:
of being
an absent minded
choii
director is carefully
warning th(
choir to wear the white
collan
with their robes and
then for.
getting your own," he
admittel
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"I’vio members of the Art department will conduct design
workshops at the Pacific Art
assn, conference in Tempe, Ariz.,
April 11 through 16.
Anna Ballarian, assistant professor of art, and Leonard Stanley, associate professor of art,
will be on the conference program. Miss Ballarian will demonstrate two dimensional design
and show an exhibition of student work. Prof. Stanley will discuss three dimensional design
with slide Illustrations.
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Se the new PORTA.CYCLE.
... folds easily for carrying ...
fits into the smallest car trunk.
Great for traveling, shopping, or
sporting.

484 E. SAN CARLOS
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Between

9th and 10In

Where Servings Are Large
And Prices are Right

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSIA
545 S. 2nd St -- Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL
for

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES
From $4.50. to $7.00
Drivein Garage
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
Ratph G. Caldwell. Manacles

c...Ypress 4-9404
FIRE PROOF CONSTRUCTION
TETEVISlON, BANQUE; ROOMS
COFFEE SlEOP
:FOUNTAIN

MONTGOMERY
HOTEL
South first St. at San Antonio
San Jose, California
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Profs Will Conduct
Design Workshops

LADIES HAIRCUTS

FLAT TOPS

LAWRENCE’S BARBER SHOP
In Felice Center, 24th & Williams

INTERVIEWS FOR
JOBS IN EUROPE

PATRONIZE
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PORTOLA DRY CLEANING
AND LAUNDRY SERVICE
263 E. Williams
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Miss your copy of

LYKE?
Copies Still Available
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Copies of San Jose State’s feature Magazine may be purchased in the LYKE office, first floor, Journalism Building.
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aculty Women
chedt!le Dinner;
eservations Due

Remember Old Wafer Tower?
otspollomillnee

BY. JIM J
Despite the 111.000 gallons of
water used per day at SJS the
bill is not much of a problem-SJS has its own well and pumping system.
A 585-foot well. sunk In the
corporation yard behind the old
Building and Grounds office, has
supplied the college with its daily
water supply since 1935.

The dinner will be held in the
afeteria fur members and their
-is. It is the third of four din.
.meetings for the school year,
ming to Program chairman
Viola Owens, co-ordinator of
lementary student teachers.
Dr. William ft .Rogers, professor
elementary education, will prehis "Impressions of Modern
a,ka." Miss Owen said.

San Jose State has had its own
water system since about 1908 according to Vic Jansen, chief engineer. The present well replaced
a smaller 300-foot well now used in
emergencies. Jansen said.
WELL NO. 2
Campus well number two, a -it is known, has a 100-horsepo..
pump capable of supplying 7
gallons of water per minute. ’I’!
water level is located
mutely 120 feet below the SU:
face.
Water is stored in a 15,000
Ion pressure tank which is never
more than half full. When the
water recedes to a predetermined
level or the air pressure decreases.
the pump automatically turns on.
The tank is located beside the
pump house.

MELS

PALM
BOWL
The Ultimate in Bowling
rr., fun into bowling: mod
svroundincis., drive in
lid lounge, forty rano, r..
uina. Me.; welcomes Co-Rer: and
ergroups to open
ard Sun. arid eery af.

MELS PALM BOWL

,
CONNECTED TO (ITV
The college water system is ’
connected to the San Jose city
water main so if the primping systern goes haywire the college automatically would switch over to

1523 West San Carlos Street
CT 4-2810

GONE NOWThis 82 -foot water lower, torn down in 1957, was
a 30 -year landmark on campus. Built in 1926, it was capable of
servicing 600 gallons per minute. It was replaced with the present
system because the tank was not high enough for sufficient water
pressure.
- -

e Student Rate,.
Beauty Services
Permanerif Waves
9404
TRUC110%
’ ROOM
UNTRIN

EL

oink

A \’-- \
city water. This has happened only
once or twice. Jansen jiaid.
The pressure tank system replaced an old 82-foot tower which
was a 30-year landmark on campus. The tower, built In 1926, was
capable of servicing only 600 gallons per minute.
It was torn down in 1957, a
year after the new system went
into operation. The tank had
be replaced because it was not
high enough to offer sufficient
water pressure.
"Anyway." Jansen said, "Nov,
we don’t have to climb up the
tower every year and paint over
class names written on the tank

William II. Lawrence, past pees,
dent of the Santa Clara county
council, will
speak before members of the SJS
Young Democrats club and other
interested persons at 8 this eLe-

1200 Colored Eggs
To Be Used in Hunt

Haircuts
Styling
press 7-6979
:7 E. WILLIAM
4th and William

12oo
Colored eggs
will be hidden around Spartan
stadium by the Alpha Phi Omega
bunny Easter Sunday for their
ninth annual egg hunt.
We Have A
The national fraternity’s annua
Wide Selection of
hunt for student and faculty chit!ren was started in 1932 for the
Parakeets
-owe post war influx of married
Finches
student’s children according Ti, 13, Buntings
ron Bollinger, adviser.
The hunt will begin at 2 p.m..
Canaries
There will be three age categorie,
d-nt Discount
of hunters. Group one will ’ticket,
W th ASB Card
children from I to 3: group two
children from 4 to 6: and group
three, children from 7 to 10.
First, second and third prizes
will be awarded for finding gold
eggs with a special design. Smaller
prizes will be awarded for specially colored eggs, and a grand winwill go to the hunter who finds ;
the most eggs.
Fraternity members working on
PET AND GARDEN SHOP
t he egg hunt are Bruce Barton
OA PIC-0LN AVENUE
chairman; Al Newman and Bo
2-4950
Cohn. publicity: Roy Ito, Tome,
_ _ l’ehiyma, Bob Flores, Jeff Crone.
1Toni West, Jim Sweeney and Bob
PATRONIZE
Taylor.
OUR ADVERTISERS
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EUROPE

We’ll see the usual plot Retie. S,endin.
er;a, Tugosterie and N. Aftic. A dd.
frent triptor those who don’t want to
be herded around. Also shorter trips.
Budget priced.
EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
255 Sequa a to. CR - Pasadena, Calif.

g or room B. of the cafticir,a
The speaker, a veteran politician for many years and a longI time leader in Santa Clara county
politics, is well acquainted with
people in politics as well as with
political procedures.

The periodic assimilation of
24c Burgers’ To - Go
will result in much satisfaction
and little expense.
We also sell coffee in cups.
388 E. SANTA CLARA

COME IN SOON

JACK BLAKE’S
HAIR FASHIONS

Violinist To Play
Graduate Recital
will preMti.-,. .
sent a graduate recital by violinis,
Glide Mazzanti at 8:13 tonight in
Concert hall.
Miss Mazzanti will play "Son ata in D" by Vivaldi, "Concerto e.
A Minor Opus 82" by Glazauno -"r
Notturno Opus 28 No. 1" 1,
Szymanowki and two Spent -r
’
dances, "Rumores de la Caleta
6" by Albeniz and "Rondalla Ar :gonesa No. 6" by Granados.
An instrumental music teacher.
in the San Jose Unified Sc ho a I
district, Miss MazZanti was grad ’gated from San Jose State with a
11
in music in 1955.

497 SOUTH 2ND ST.

CY 7-6485

Specialist in Hair Styling and Shaping
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RANCHBURGER
1/4 -pound ground round

TKO’S
TACOS

Centel. cl Park & &glee
neap RC41.CPUCiall Park

Fourth & St. James

Bone’s the zingy tone to
highlight your every Spring
costume from very tailored to
very dressy ...

prrf.fr f neutral
. . . Fiancee’s deft touch lifts
the pump out of the

commonplace . . . makes a
daring departure in the perfect
fitting cling sling . . . and

iii i

startles the world with their
"comfortable" price for so much
fashion only

in bone calfskin
Ti
by
AlitiiteeS

14"
matching bags 12.95 to 14.95

tOwiallIeg4

tho.

our credit’s good... in one store..,
ifs good in our store too...
So don’t buy "just a diamond" ... till
what’s HERE for you ...
II In
"come:

you see

rl
..r. h,r dianinnd to he the BEST
-1,4-11 take the time to compare
ru 1,44, .
did ... (She’ll thank yen.
1.141- glut

a"... No ’"prises" ... No "give-eways"...
ALL the velve is in the jewelry... f
Budget terms ... no extra cost ...

09enhel fietuderi
since 1886
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Stuck for a Gift?

’CUTS

111111

THE BURGER HOUSE

NO RABBIT MEAT IN A
,

I

111 000 Gallons Water Demo Council HeadToTalk
Daly on
o Campus
Used Daily

,lions for the Wortreres
sty Club dinner. April 21,
Id he made by Monday, April
with Mrs. Marjorie Limbocher,
gave professor of librariannip, in 1.121. Cost is $2-50 per per.

RANA’S

Thursday, April 7. P11,0

Two Pumps Cut Bill

your charge

BLOOM’S
135 SOUTH FIRST
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WILLOW GLEN
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Thursday, Aga II?, 1f:60 !
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Spartan Stadium Clash

rDress(en)ed Up
Braves Ready

Yearling Tracksters
Tiff Preps Saturday
Well on its way toward anodic’
undefeated track season. San Jose
State’s frosh spikers will host the
three top high schools in northern
California at Spartan Stadium
Saturday. Action starts at 9 a.m.
Menlo Atherton, Carlemont and
San Mateo high schools will combine forces in an effort to defeat
the highly touted Spartans.
Carlemont sports two sub :50.
440 men. Tod Ragsdale and Jim
Day both tour the os.AI in top time
and should pose a problem to the

KBM
RENT A TYPEWRITER

Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
E. San Fernando
CY 2-7501

96

its le SRI

Spartan duo of Bruce Hynes; and
Rich Trumbini
San Mateo’s Dave Lee is the
only 880 man to beat State’s
prep sensation Dave Dunbar. A
time under 1:53 would not be surprising to Bonanno.
Bob Bums is the featured sprinter who has high hopes of toppling
Jimmie Omagbemi from his undefeated roost In 1960. Speedy Bill
Palmer will also putter the cinder
in the century and furlong.
Run Davis will receive the stiffest competition of the year in the
mile and two mile. Davis has made
a personal vow to lower the stan.iard of 4:20, which he set earlier
in the year.
"I feel capable of running around
4:17 on Saturday but a lot will
depend on the early pace," the
New Englander said.

Just the presence of Charley
Dressen in a Milwaukee uniform ahould be enough to ins prove ’Milwaukee s lackadaisical
Is
Braves, and it won’t take
improvement to pot theus hack
on top of the N.itional League
heap.
Despite a pair of pennants and a
World Series championship in the
last three years, Milwaukee has
been a happy-go-lucky, carefree
ball club under Fred Haney, but
the fiery, often cocky Dressen
won’t stand for some of the shenanigans that went on under Haney and his predecessor, jolly Charlie Grimm.
The Brave hill staff must be
rated on a par with San Francisco’s and could conceivably be
stronger! A great deal depends on
Warren Spa/in and Lew Burdette.

ALCO -PARAMOUNT
Record Department . . . Fine selection JAZZ
student rates.
Reconditioned Hi-Fi Components.
Systems ... Kits or Wired
Large selection of quarter and half-track tapes.

THE AGING SPAIIN will be 39
years old in several weeks, but
the masterful hurler, who has more
20-game win seasons to his credit
than any other National Leaguer
lin history, has been in rare form
this spring.
The Braves are again counting
on 20-game seasons front the

Open Monday and Thursday til 9:00 p.m.
CY 7-7171

79 S. THIRD

]

Bill Wert Chevron - 7th & Keyes
I Block North of Spartan City

CHEVRON

Conveniently Located
to Serve Car Owners of San Jose State

MOTOR TUNE-UP
LUBRICATION
) WHEEL BALANCING - BRAKE SERVICE
TIRES - BATTERIES - AUTO ACCESSORIES
We Give Blue Chip Stamps

Easter

wouldn’t

be

Easter...

. . . unless I wore my CONTACT
LENSES. Years ago most rabbits ate
carrots to improv their eyesight...
g’asses wouldn’t work because of our
ears. Then we found out about CONTACT LENSES. Since then, thousands
of rabbits have joined the growing
family of CONTACT LENS w
.
People
Were crazy about them.
wear them too. They get them at
the .. .

CONTACT LENS CENTER
JOE ALLENFRANK

JACKSONTechnicians

CY 7-5174

213 S. FIRST

Old World Charm in Dining

-

America’s Most Beautiful Hof bran

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night except Sunday
(Appears Mon.-Thurs.)

P.?
P4?

Die Rhinelander
Band
Fri -Sat.

5-arden City

.1

Si SO MARKET ST.

"]-4 Bono

sat

tra

ibibrau
It..

CY 7-2002
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CONTEST!
GRODINS NEW RENT-A -TUX SHOP

I complete tux outfit including accessories.
limousine at the
WRITERS OF THE 3 BEST LETTERS 2 Thu services of a chauffer-driven
disposal of you and your date for the Wife oneISO words or less)
fling of the Prom
on "WHY IT’S FUN TO GO FORMAL- 3 Corsage for your date.
.4. Promoted dinner tor you and state at MY f Mash
WILL Hitt THE FOLLOWINGs
rant you choose.
Decisions of the judges will be final. Contest closes May I.
EXTRA ,10 RUNNERS-UP in this contest will get first consideration for summer jobs at Grottiest

By INICk
A ferocious COP Tiger. still
Swat Stab
lurking in the valley after its
Se AB II AVG.
’RAVER
in Tuesday toight upset over
12 31 15 .484 defending Vi CAC champion
L. Williams
Clara, comes into Mu7 .468 Santa
7 16
Holmquist
today for a 5
nicipal Stud:
. 8 20 9 .430 p.m twilight doubleheader with
17 44 16 .864 ’ coach Ed Sobezak’s league-leadMize
ing Spartan varsity.
20 63 21 .323
I Lleil
Their pride injured and their
.414) rnalenvIll
21 71 19 .268
wounds still smarting from the
18
.247
11
73
Pusateri
Bengal assault, the cross-town ri21 66 16 .242 val Broncos (5-3) now trail the
McChesney .
local nine (5-1) by a full game in
PITCHING
the race for the WCAC laurels,
ERA
WeL
fi IP
and that margin could be extended
5-1 1.39 to two games should the Spar7 II
Togliaferri
7 47.7 2-4 1.89 tans win a pair tonight under the
Holmquist
L. Williams 6 43.3 2-8 2.78 lights.
Team batting leader Larry Wil.8 47.1 4-0 2.83
Holden
who does a fair job on the
liams,
22 192.3 1S-8 2.23
TOTAl
mound when not patroling the
outfield, will hurl one of the
games fur SJS with righthander
All -Around Star
Jon Holmquist getting the other
assignmen*.
Senior portsilder
(2-3) has been performing miraculously of late. Inserted in
*

A

tween them.
A strong third man is fast -hailer Bob Buhl. With a good arm,
the big righty can probably be
counted on for 15 wins or better.
Many feel he has not yet reached
his peak, though twice winning 18.
Carlton Willey, Joey Jay and
Juan Plazaro are slated tri see
more work this year as Dressen
realizes their pitching is not going
to improve sitting on the bench.
Milwaukee is lacking a strong
.s-ond man in the bullpen, but in
Don McMahon has one of the leao’s top relievers.
s
RELIABLE Del Crandall caught
i5t) games for the Braves last year
nil will probably have to do the
.!ne this year as the Braves lack
econd experienced backstop.
The infield is sound in ’60. The
.ch ballyhooed second base pro- .om does not exist, as Bed
,choendienst appears better than
er and Mel Roach and Chuck
I "weir are both capable of filling
e bill.
Powerful Joe Adcock and slick..’!ding Frank Torre will share the
.,ies at first, while Johnny Logan
...is down the shortstop spot, with
Felix Mantilla an able replaceont.
Eddie Mathews, who has turned
into one of the top fielding thirdbasemen in baseball, wields a potent stick for the Brewtown entry.
Mathews hail his finest season last
year after a dismal ’58 season,
belting out 46 round-trippers to
lead the majors, along with a .306
batting average and 114 RBIs.

Aaron.
Dressen belle \’IsI that
Aaron’s potential has not been
fully tapped, and intends to make
the hest of it. If it has not yet
seen full bloom, Heaven help the
rest of the league.

Fleet -footed Billy Britton and
disappointing Wes Covington
round out the outfield for the
Braves.
Al Spangler and Lee Maye are
both waiting to take Covington’s
job away if he fails to live up to
expectations this year.
There’s no doubt about it; Milwaukee is a pennant contender.
Whether or not it is THE pennant
contender remains to be seen, but
chances are good the beer will
flow easily in the land of the free
and the home of the Brave.

cured the Spartan’s’ season-lons;
dish famine.
In fact, Williams has banged 1111
10 hits in his last 14 plate appearances, including three solid
triples.
"Tough Luck" Holmquist (2-41
will throw his impressive 1.89 ERA
at the Mudville nine in the other
of the two seven inning contests
This evening’s action will begin
a grueling five-game-in-three-day
WCAC’ schedule for the Spartans,
now 13-8-1 over-all, and a good
showing by the locals could bring
a league flag that much closer to
Sobczak’s squad.
Tomorrow night at 7 USE comes
to Municipal Stadium for a "Family Nigh t" clash. In previous
’league encounters with the Dons,
. SJS has prevailed in two one-run
victories.
"Family Night" means that an

DOUBLE THREATOutstanding senior pitcher-outfielder Larry Williams, facing tough COP
tonight claims e cool 2.78
ERA in over 45 innings of work
and is also clubbing a torrid
484 to lead the Spartan batters.

JIFFY CAR WASH
Entrance Across from Civic Auditor:um on W. San Carlos St.
Union Oil Products
Union Oil Credit Cards Accepted

STEVENS CREEK ROAD

SAN JOSE

With purchase of 10 gals. Gasoline
We give SGH Green Stamps

"K"

Club

365 E. Julian
Luncheon & Din,
served dally
special
16.0Z NEW YORK STEAK
u

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
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"See Connie"

College Bowl
"ORIGINAL PIZZA"
RAVIOLI
SPAGHETTI
ITALIAN SAUSAGE
LASAGNA
YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE
HORNS

OPEN 3 p.m. - 3 a.m. CLOSED MONDAY
ORDERS TO GOCY 7-9961

’CA
’TH
TET.
"GUNS
’ J

354 E. Santa Clara and Eighth Streets

"R

REBATE COUPONS

"ES

on every

GALLON OF GAS
’Th

AT
’They
Gary C

WOLCO’S newest station
GA
"0

437 W. San Carlos

:SCAN

Saturday the Gold and White’,
travel to Moraga for a 2 p.m. doll bleheader with St. Mary’s.
Already belting the Gaels twice,
the locals will go with ace right bander Gene Tagliaferri 15-It in
-i one if the contests.

Gymnastic coach Bill Gustafson
will take a 10-man team to Cal
Poly Saturday for the State Gymnastic Tournament.
Heading the list will be Bob
Haywood, defending champion in
rebound tumbling (trampoline,.
Haywood won the title in the
1958 meet when the Spart,.,,
gymnasts finished third to Los At.
gees state and Long Beach stale
There was no tourney last year.
Ted Bogios will compete in tumbling and rebound tumbling; Keith
Gouger, free exercise and tumbling; Don Ohannes, all-aroma).
John Dahlquist, horizontal bar and
Jim Watson, rope-climb.
Versatile Ted Carter will vie in
tumbling, free exercise and on the
parallel bar, while Tom Kakinann
will enter all-around with Ohannes.
Trent Thompson is the fourth
State tumbler and Ron Dare or
Jack Medina will round out the
squad on the rings.
Coach Gustafson is high on the
locals’ chances of copping the 111Pel
"I don’t want to sthind optimist :.
he said, "hut I’ll be disappoi....
if we lose."
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Our Advertisers

tle Air Voice Gast. is on p
that field the same l.
day.
Always potent Cal
clo
out the torrid recess sluic (sal
three game set Friday owlit
and a Saturday pair at I p m
at Municipal Stadium.

A &M Auto Repair

entire family can watch the
Spartans play in the- 3,00 rapacity hall park for just one dol.
lar (SI 1. Undefeated southpass
Dirk Holden (4-0) will pitch.

Gymnasts Vie
In State Meet

99e CAR WASH
2801

PETHIS
There’ll be no rest for Sobczak’S
troupe during the Easter holiday,
as the hursehiders play a total of
seven games against five southern
California foes next week.
Los Angeles State is the opposition for a 1 p.m. twin-bill Monday on the Spartans’ practice diamond, two blocks from Municipal
Stadium on so. 10th st.
Tough Long Beach State comes
to the practice grounds for a 3
p.m. Wednesday contest and Cas-

left field last Saturday against
Stanford, he slammed four hits
to lead his mates to a one-sided
14-4 rout and apparently ha,

SPECIAL

VALLEY FAIR

*

pair who posted identical 21-15
marks last year. It’s also unlikely the two will lose 30 games be-

BASEBALL’S
FINEST hit ter
roams the Milwaukee outfield in
the person of Hank Aaron. The 26year-old slugger tailed off last year
to "only" .355 after hitting well
over .400 for the first three months
of the campaign.
If anyone Is to ever again hit
.400. the chances are It 41111 he

San Jose Stat e’s FRED SOETJE
Americas greatest Rinky-Tink Piano stylist
Billie Gallagher
on the piano
Tues.-Wed.

ti.341.11

(This it the last in
series of 16
articles on the major league teams
The column will run periodically
through the remainder of the school
year, giving -views on baseball, along
with important statistics.)

’Spoiler’ COP Battles Front-Runnim
SJS Nine in 5 p.m. Twilight Twinlil

SUMMER JOBS 111
EUROPE
ASIS ALL. INCLUSIVE PACKAGE
FOR MEMBERS ONLY, $329
Summer job
round-trip air far*
orientation course
health and
accident insurance
social reception
first sight accommodations
sightseeing trip
postal service
information on inside Europe, etc.
For more information write to:
American Student linformation Service
Jahnstr.56a, Frankfurt/Main, Germany

In

1876

Sitting Bull Said:
"No Campus Barber Shop at Little
Big Horn for Yellow Hair Custer and
his men, so we Indians do it. Ugh
Do pretty good job too!"
You’ll get a good job, too at the.

CAMPUS BARBER
SHOP

EASTER
GROWLER: Hop, bunny, hop, hop, hop.
MAX: Hey, stop poking that rabbit with that stick.
GROWLER: I was just having fun. (Being an animal, Gro et
is sometimes sadistic.)
MAX: You should never hurt rabbits. You know that they are
the symbol of Easter. (Easter was originated by the himane society.)
GROWLER: Okay. I won’t hurt anything anymore eV**
MAX: Are you going on the Easter Egg Hunt In
(Growler is still a child.)
GROWLER: No, not this time. I think I’ll spend the day down
at LARKS.
MAX: LARKS will not be open on Easter Sunday.
GROWLER: I thought that LARKS was always Den.
MAX: No, Growler, LARKS would like to have a t least one
day off.
GROWLER: Oh heck. I guess it’s back to the Easter Eg
hunt.
MORAL: Even a rabbit will have his day. Rabbits are syrnIt&
to Easter, and good food is symbolic to LARKS.
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181 E. SANTA CLARA STREET

396 So. 5th Street

THESE PRiCES ONLY WITH ASB CARD
GENERATORS
Rebuilt by factory ae.
port 5 Top
most quality.
ALL CARS
9.95
each.

Brake Shoes
3.98 PER..,ShE.T
Best quality, heavy
duty, dual friction.
Have power for
real fast stop!

Rebuilt Water Pumps Rebui It Fuel Pumps
Guaranteed
Factory ’,built, tested and proved on
many makes of cars. Pressure tested i
and we guarantee,
up, each. I
41111U
W else ’
have them for Cadillac*
Chryslers, Hudson; and
Nash WI. Savings Of
$5 to $15.

ar

factory rebuilt by

,a1

REBUILT

Regulators
Rsbuilt wbhyollIvagcuto:.

1,1144,!,

men and

2.98
Master C ylinders
experts. Co.:

esch.

Top quality rebuilt by installed
read to be

AT

.e,".Al. 1.\71DOUBLE ACTION
Reg. 8.95now
4.79.,ch
SINGLE ACTION
req. 3.95no
1.98n,ch.w

110110 51UPPIZ

Open

CI 9

cn Thu,

500
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Boxers Defend NCAA Title; Spikers in Big Test
Host Wisconsin, San Jose, Favored
At Tourney; 5 Spartans Mix Tonight
By GAM
Prenininary action gets under
w3y this afternoon in the 23rd an National Collegiate Athletic
Association boxing tournament at
the University of Wisconsin.
A crowd of close to 40.000 is
egpected to view the three day
wormy in the mammoth Field house at Madison, Wis,
Five San Jose State glovers will
0 action in the prelims while
three of the locals drew byes to
the semi-finals tomorrow night.
Archie Milton, Stu Bartell, Bill

ch eie

SLATE

MAYFAIR
’CASH McCALI:
nurNatahe

Wood

’THEY CAME TO
CORDURA’
Rita HayworthGary Cooper
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
"GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND"
’JACK THE RIPPER"
’’ROAD RACE"
TOWNE THEATER
’ ROOM AT THE TOP"
GRAND CANYON"
"615POKE1l OVERCOAT:
.re.te

l’ALNIER
Maddox, Charlie Brown and Steve
Kubas all have drawn first round
assignments, while Bahman Shoe hi, Dave Nelson and Ron Nichols
advance automatically to the Friday night card.
BEST PROSPECTS
Milton and Brown appear the
best prospects for the Julie Menendez-coached team in its attempt
to bring home a third consecutive
national crown.
Milton, who lost his cmwn last
year largely because of inactivity,
is favored in the heavyweight class
and could be the deciding factor
for the team title.
The heavyweight division is last
on the card and it’s conceivable
that if he .reaches the finals as
expected, his bout may be the important one, as it figures to be
thatclose between the defending
Spartans and host Wisconsin.
Milton faces East Coast heavyweight, John White from Syracuse university in the first round
pairing.
Brown, the locals’ top-rated 147noun der, has reeled off nine
straight wins this year with clever boxing, speed an a fine bob and
weave.
MENENDEZ PLEASED
Coach Menendez, in a special
letter to the DAILY following the
Badger clash, said, "The Wisconsin fans were very impressed with
his boxing ability."
Sharp punching Brown tangles
with Idaho State’s Dale Trumbo
tonight.
Maddox. at 156 pounds, has
!raven the toughest first round
ossignment. Be clashes with Sacramento State’s smooth boxing
Terry Smith. The rugged Smith
took the measure of Maddox in the

.SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

LEBANON

’The Bramble Bush’
...,-nBarbera Rush
also
’They Came to Cordura’
Rita Hayworth
Geri Cooper

Continental Restaurant
LEBANESE
MEXICAN
and AMERICAN FOODS
Our Soorialty ... Ornal
SHISH-KA-BAB
Call CV 5-9519 for Reservations
We Cater to Banquets, trio. Parties
Special Rates to Organizations
1098 E. Santa Clara St.
Open Daily II am -I0 pm except Tuns.
Adrian Daniel, ManagingOwnisr

GAY THEATER
ON THE BEACH"
IN SORRENTO’

FOREMOST -GOLDEN STATE
salutes

TOM DANIELS
TRACKMAN OF THE WEEK
Torn Daniels was chosen as Athlete
of the Week for his fine performance in last Saturday’s meet with
SCYV. Tom captured four seconds
and a first for the SJS trackmen.

400 N. First
San Jose

*

’KU To Win
By 1 Point’
Bonanno

*

You will find the
largest selection at
Bona Sera Plymouth City

(r) Valiant

-1.04114-11irotigli performances
by the whole team will spell
victory for SJS, but on paper
I’ve got to go with the Jayhawks
by a slim one point margin,"
Bert Bonanno sadly stated prior
to sloping Saturday’s triangular
meet at Stanford.
The finest meet in northern
California for the 1960 season will
feature the 1959 NCAA winner
Kansas university, runnerup San
Jose, and host school Stanford.
Only two men from each school
are allowed to compete in any one
running event and three in any
one field event.
Bonanno said that the team
feels confident of a victory. In
fact, all-around runner Willie Williams feels that State "will clean
the Jayhawkers out."
RON NICHOLS
Bonanno picks Charley Tidwell
... defends crown
to spill Poynter in the century,
but has the Spartan bullet evening
recent PCI tourney and also oustthe score in the furlong. "Tidwell
ed the guile Spartan in the semibeat Poynter last year and has
finals of last year’s NCAA tourney
been running well in the ’60 inIn Nevada.
door meets, but I’m hoping PoynCrowd-pleaser, S t u Bartell, ter will upset."
meets another Idaho State enEvents will be scored on a 5-3trant at 165. "Stubborn Stu" is
2-1 basis.
also in the unenviable position of
100Tidwell (K). Poynter
(5.15), P. Williams (K), W. Williams (SJS).
Radio station KS.I0 11590 on
220Poynter (MS), Tidwell
the dial) will carry direct reP. Williams (K), W. Wilports of the NCAA hosing tourliams (SJS).
nament from Madison. Bulletins
120 HA.
mcetanton (11().
will be, broadcast at 5:30, 8:30
Martin (5), Clifton (545), Travand 10 p.m. today, with 11:30
is (K).
and 10 o’clock reports tomor220 L.H.MeClanton
(RI,
row and Saturday evening.
Clifton (SJS), Maehamer (545),
Smith (S).
fighting in a talent -laden division
440Cushman
(K), Besse
headed by Wisconsin’s Charley
(S), Flemons (SO). Covey (K)
Mohr.
11/10Ctinliffe (f4), Cushman
BARTF:1.I., VS, BEEBD
Tague (K). Lundh (S).
MILECtinliffe
(5), (lark
If Bartell gets by Idaho State’s
Jerry Beebe and a semi-final op- (MS), Mills (K), Dotson (K).
2 MILEMills (K), (*lark
ponent, chances are he will meet
thet Badgers’ 163 pound cham- (S-IS), Dotson (K), Mowing
(S)
pion for the third time this year.
H.J.E. Williams (S.IS)
Bartell stunned Mohr earlier
Barnes (545), Engebretsen (5
this season, flooring him in the
(’happell
San Jose Civic auditorium en
8,4.Burton
(SUS), Kell.,
rode to a decision. Mohr evened
(S), P. Williams (RI, Daniels
the score last Saturday at Madi(S.IS).
son, winning a 29-27 decision.
S.P.Winters
(S). Dani,is
The unorthodox Bartell looked (SJS), Foos (K), Dryer (K).
like he might repeat the earlier
DISCI’SManic& (MS). Re,s
performance as he was awarded (FLIS), Foos (B). Dell
the first round, but tired in the
(StIS). Obtrio
third and was outclassed.
(K), Chase (5.15), Merchant
Lefthander Steve Kuhns made (S).
.1.11%
NAlley (K), Book
the 2300 mile trip to the Dairy I
State. only to find himself paired (K), Botiroughs (K), Batchellicr
with another local glover Ralph (SIMILE RELAYCurtis. MarhPaoli from Santa Clara univercityin the other first round bout i amer, Firmons, W. Williams
(MIS), Besse, Lassen, Klier, Con
for the SJS team.
Me (S).
CLOSE CONTEST
FINAL SCORE: Kansas 64, s .
Menendez. commenting furthw
Jose State 63, Stanford 35. DM.
on the Wisconsin bouts, said
was pleased with the team’s to.rformance and indicated slight di.
pleasure at the outcome of the
Kubas-lioward McCaffery mat..
which went to the Badger, 30-27
The mentor remarked, "It NC
rent close. I felt it could have ,
gone either way."
Many Wisconsin ring fans corn- ,
mented to Menendez that the
Saturday dual was the finest meet
held in Madison in the past 10
years.
"The Madison people are showing us a lot of hospitality and the
boys are enjoying it," added the ,
coach.
A Spartan victory this weekend
would double the enjoyment for
the defending national champi.,t

cp arta?,

CLARK TESTED
"Chuggin’" Charlie Clark of
SJS will be pushed to his best
performances of the year in both
the mile and two mile runs, fie
won’t have to worry about t h e
early pace in either as both will
have fast starters.
Clark is doped to trail Cunliffe
in the four lapper and Billy Mills
of Kansas in the two mile.
The meet may hinge on the
final event, the mile relay. State
will enter the quarter composed
of Tim Curtis, Mickey Machamer,
Jim Flemons and great anchor
man W. Williams.
Fans will flee when Bill Alley
enters the Jusellin area. NCAA
%sinner in the javelin with a best
toss of 270 feet, lw predicts a toss
of user 300 with aluminum spear
by the end of the year.
The Jayhawkers have two additional men over the 220 foot mark
in the shaft event. This practically insures them of 1(1 1,, 11 p4,ints
in the event.

cpert4

STUDENT
SPECIALS
$1.50

LUBRICATION

CAR STORAGE -Monthly Rat,.
NITE PARKING
6 p.m. to 8 a.m.
Day and Nite

$7
$10

Vacation Trailer Rentals
Auto and Towing Service
Brake Service
Batteries
Toneups

BREHM BROS.
ACROSS FPOM CAMPUS
4TH and SAN FERNANDO

Uncle John’s

PANCAKE HOUSE
World Famous PANCAKES
1680 El Camino Real

CH 3-8256

SAN JOSE
FAIRWAYS
GROUP
INSTRUCTIONS
5 1 -hr. lessons
57.50 per person
M r. 6 p.,ons pr Toup
HOURS
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
9 to 6 Sat., Sun.
Just East of N. First St. and
Bayshore at 230 E. Brokaw Rd.
CYpress 5-9542

-61
Saturday
Night

..-

4111

r 611’

CASUALS

AND ONLY

S19 500

$5994

DOWN

PER MONTH

STATE MEAT
MARKET

NEW! NEW!
Tapered -Toe

FIRST QUALITY MEATS
RETAIL & WHOLESALE

Hal Littler
Durward McMahan
Any of these men can save you hundreds of dollars on

PLYMOUTH and DeSOTO

Bona Sera Plymouth City
500 50. First Street

Hs DA \ AlATI.N%
Tom Daniels could also be ti
An indication a just how
strong San Jose State’s track deciding factor in the meet.
team is will be found out all-around track giant is favored
ar
I 4:30 p.m. Saturday aft. to cop the discus, second in the
ernoon when the triangular ti shot-put, and fourth in the broadtunic between NCAA winner jump.
Kansas, second place SJS and
Kansas may he snuffed in the
Stanford concludes.
high jump but the Spartans should
The Jayhawkers from the mid - have no trouble capturing the
west have lust only five men from first two places with Erroll Wilthe 1959 championship team. They liams and Vance Barnes both capahave retained 100 yard champ ble of hitting the 6 foot 10 inch
Charlie Tidwell and javelin artist mark.
Bill Alley.
The Spartan Daily tab: St.Tidwell will sacrifice the 220 to win with 66 poili,
low hurdles and concentrate on follow with 64 and
the sprints where he will match chalk up 32 points
strides with the Spartan duo of
Bobby Poynter and Willie WilSPARTAN DAILY:.
liams. Paul Williams ssill Join
Tidwell in the sprints.
Ernie Cunliffe, who last week
ran the third fastest 880 in history at Fresno last week (1:47.3),
will double in the half mile and Thursday, April 7, 19430
mile and is expected to win both.1

111:CMAN-Y liEGifEES

150 E. Santa Clara
CYpress 2-7726

III

Thinclads on ’Farm’ for Top West (oast
Cinder Skirmish with Kansas, Stanford

0010"1"

U.

ONLY

*

CV 4-2771

San Jose

FRESH MEATY

39,
FRYERS
CORN BEEF 45’,
BACON 2 pT9. 98’
Canned Hams
lb

TENDER BONELESS

ARMOUR STAR, THICK -Silk 1’

4-113. 53.45, 5-16. 54.15

Corduroy

TENNIS SHOES

2"
Attention all girls! The new corduroy tennis oxfords are
here! Sporty shades of green, black, biege and white.
Balanced rrh ,upport. rubber outersoles, new tapered tr
,
feet f... So light . . . so very light!

PENNEY’S

SAN JOSE

COCOMIff
GROVE
SAIlTA CRUZ BEACH

Dancing Every Sat. Night

6-RP4RTA1 MIMS

Armored Cars ’Guard’ Natives

Thursday, April 7, 1080

Reservation Date Extended
For Banquet Honoring Bishop

Russ Troop Cutback No
Help for Peace -West
The 1.1’est s:i id
GENEVA (UPI
yesterday that Premier Nikita
Khrushchev’s boasts of a "fantastic new weapon" in the Soviet arsenal made his announcement of
troop reductions meaningless anti
underlined the necessity for ironclad disarmament controls.
British delegate Da% id OrmsbyGore hold the 10-tut ion East-West
Disarinament Conterence t ti
Ktirushchev’s announcement t.
Russia is cutting her troops’
by another 1.200.000 men
next two years Is not a real
armament measure.
Ile said the Soviets really are
only changing the form of their
striking powers. They are not, as
they have claimed here, engaged in
any real reduction of military
might, he said.
Ormsby -Gore recalled that
Khrushchev in a speech to the Su-

Final reser% a I 1..11 thlIP for the
April 20 banquet honoring the Rt.
Rev. Ilan.s Lilje, Lutheran Bishop
of Hanover, Germany, has been extended to Monday, April 18, according to Pastor John Arthur,
Lutheran campus pastor.
Sponsored by the College Religious council and the Council of
College Chaplains, his visit to San
Juse will include the banquet at 6
p.m. In the Spartan caletetia and
a talk at 8 p .11. in the First Methodist church, Fifth and Santa
Clara tits.
Bishop Lilies topic will be "A

prone Soviet last Jan. 14 had
bragged of a "fantastic new weapon" the Russians are building.
This example of reduction of
troop swithout reduction of firepower. Ormsby-Gore said, emphasized the need of international control of any disarmament agreement.

Engineer Exam
Applications Due

ances. Armored cars, above, confront some 5000
PASS BOOKS BACK---The South Africa governEngineering stiiilents planning to
natives beginning march into Durban from a
ment announced late yesterday it will re-instate
take an examination to determine
local village.
the law requiring natives to carry pass bookspriority enrollment In upper divithe issue which set off current racial disturbsion engineering laboratory classes must submit applications to
their junior counselor or the Engineering division office, E107, by
tomorrow, according to the Engineering division.
The examination will be given
April 23 in the Engineering buildCpe- a 4 p.m.
ing. Students applying will be in1.1,,wipp,piki.s On
II hasp.
Ipirt s ileiprarice
Pizza with a "Personality"
formed of their eligibility to take
,,, Irtotircalorie., to conduct a tspp Ills It. ,.,pip called he examination by April 15, ac21 and 22.
HOUSE OF PIZZA
"Psychical Research" will he the .iu,-,"
ing to the Engineering division.
Purpose. of the program in to gill’ student. art opportunity
CY 7.9908
395 Almaden Ave.
discussion topic of the Lutheran
to discuss professional oppeorteinine- wilhuiii doe insurance field
Students assn. at its 7 p.m. meet- Is it Ii representatives of units. The program Is ill feature Attilent
ing tonight in the Christian center. inters iews, pant -I discuss’
program] I
and a pt-IteritI or
’Die program is open to all ma -4.Fifth and San Fernando sts.
Alcoa Subsidiary
with job opportunities for st
Dr. Frederick C. Dommeyer.
Mrs. Marjorie Odenbacit. I ksNow accepting applications
head of the Philosophy department, dents in several fields. Available
tory department secretary, is
for men - evening and Sat.
will present his opinions to the openings at the two-day event will
scheduled to go home tomorrow
work in our personnel, service
group. The discussion is open to include sales, claims, field reprefollowing a spinal fusion opera’
sentatives, engineering, safety,
all those interested.
and sales departhments. EXtion which began Wednesday at
derwriting, promotion and public I
CELLENT PAY plus ALCOA
the
precede
at
6
p.m.
will
Dinner
San Jose hospital.
relations.
SCHOLARSHIPS. Must have
discussion. Cost is 50 cents. Coffee
I
Mrs. Odenbach will return to
Students will have the opportilncar and phone. Apply window
will be served.
school in about two to two and
ity. to meet and discuss job possi’
Rights, Civil Disobedience
E, Calif. Dept. of Employment,
The group also is planning to
one-half months, according to Dr.
Wales with the representatives. and Passive Resistance" will be the
1353 The Alameda, 7 p.m.,
conferattend
a
regional
Ashram
Paul Goddard, San Jose bone speSome of the major firms that will topic under discussion at Wesley
Thurs. nights. See Mr. Laws.
ence near Fresno, April 22-24. Stucialist.
be represented include Prudential, foundation, 205 E. Santa Clara St.,
dents from Western states w ill
Allstate, Farmers, College Life, today at the weekly Wesley lunchconverge at the conference.
Penn Mutual, North America com- ’eon.
Jim Hatfield. ISA president, said panies, Northwestern Mutual, and I An analysis of the present "sit that signups will continue until Travelers.
I in" movement will be made by
the Monday after Eie-ter. Cost is
Direct them to
Mrs. Arthur Johnson. a member of
$5.50.
the executive hoard of the San
I Jose chapter of the National Assoelation for the Advancement of
... where they will Imlay
Colored People I NAACP).
wwww
the ultimate in modern relaxation!
Mr. Gerner added that students,
TODAY_
I faculty members and administracb)
(Hawaiian
Hui-O-Komaaina
46 New Deluxe Sound-Proof Units.
I live personnel are invited to parm
Spartan Y. 8 p ..
Special rates to Students and their Guests.
Dr. George G. lirunti, professor
we,!ey ticipate in the meeting and discusWesley foundation, iiecheon
TV and Telephones in all rooms.
of history, political science and edr, -?S5 E. Santa C:ara sr., 12,30 si""
Individually controlled Heating and Air Conditioning,
ucation, and one of his poli ti ca
science students, Monte Poen, will ’
Young Republicans, meeting TH2,
discuss the economy of disarmaSOUTH SECOND
- H. Etherfon r
ment today at 3:30 in the Spar ,
Alezithei’s iii tile
ENtall! and
AT REED
!tan Y.
Insurance club will hear Don
. r
The discussion will take the
CYpress 4-2995
Stone. of Stone Rr Schulte real tot’s.
place of the World Affairs film
speak tonight at 7 in TH139.
usually shown at this time.
Mr. Stone s subject will be PrtsThe Rev. Henry Jonas, executive
Ideals in Training and Procedures
director of the Spartan Y. said Graduating Seni? ors
in Real Estate Practice."
that everyone is invited to attend
Coffee will I , served.

Philosophy Insurance Spokesmen
Head To Talk To Discuss Careers
To Lutherans

History Secretary
Will Convalesce

iors

Wesley Foundation
Meeting To Feature
Civil Rights Topic

Weekend Guests?

MOTEL CITY CENTER

Spartaguide

Spartan Y Stages
Disarmament Talk

Real Estate Talk

EASTER SPECIAL

Permanent Wave
$7.50
Sed by Sam and Staff.
Eieninegs by appointment.
20% discount with AS8 card.
kketk.

SAM’S

fe

’ ’tar

TOWN and COUNTRY
14 Almaden
CY 4-9934

Job Interviews
NOTE: Inteesiews are held in the
, Placement office, Adm234. Appoint. men/ lists are put out in advance of
the inter-vie.* and students Sr. request.
lad to sign up early.
TODAY
Guy F. Atkinson co. E.
SchwabacherFrey co..

s -t
S,

.1. C Penney co., S

REWARD

c-,-

isho l%

mriersnice, ,;

United Technology corp. tie
,
.
emiral and e-TOMORROW

Young and co., S..
Th Adjutant General. Depart"
P,

r,y

N1 INSTITUTE

PRESEYYERIAN
CHURCH

% STATIONS

TOMORROW

gradualei and Suclenli
12 beautiful Portraits
25 Wallet Portraits
One Oil Painting ...
complete for 23.95
Make your appointment now, have your sitting later. This
special won’t last. Other attractive package deals with
Cap & Gown and -,,nnt
Ceti&

41 NORTH FIRST ST.

"‘A

le e ed

CYpress 2-8960

NOTICE
TO
SENIOR MEN
STUDENTS

436 E. SAN FERNANDO
Paul R. Searle, Director
evf..0000600000:e

1

S

92 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
Holy Communion at 7 10 a re.
Every Thursday
Office Hours.: 9 afro. to 5 pen.
Barbara E. Arnold

PERSPECTIVE 9:40 a.m.
WORSHIP 11:00 a.m.
and
There will be bus running
during Easter vacation.
Church bus stops at 7th and
San Fernando, 9:15, 7th and
San Carlos. 9:20 a.m. Returns
to campus, 12:30 p.m. No
charge. Other stops as requested (CY 47447).

Episcopal Church
Services at Trinity. II N. 2nd
8.00 a.m. Holy Comm.nion
9:25 and 11.00 a.m.
Morning Prayer
W. B. Murdock, Rector
Warren Debenharn, Asst.

Presbyterians Welcome You

A

9:40 a.m. Perspective

l.
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SUNDAY WORSHIP:
First Presbyterian Church, 48 No. 3rd
Services at 9:30 and 1100 a.m.
RCN/UPEND PHIL W. BARRETT, r

:ishor
il/S
ere

PRESBYTERIAN’S OFFICIAL CAMPUS MINISTRY
"United Campus Christian Fellowship"
Main meeting: Tuesday 7:15 p.m.
at The Christian Center, 92 South Fifth Street

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

2nd and San Antonio

SUNDAY SERVICES
8:30 end 11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7-00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr, Clarence Sands - Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

TRI-C
\7

SUNDAY
9:1; a.m. Seminar -"Fundamentals
(:hristianitsr"
6:00 p.m. TritC Club-"Consider

(taiRpred for student’)

3rd and San Antonio

Religion completes the college experience.
Participate with other collegians this Sunday.

Currp,-’
Dip -snip"

meet student
friends here ...
G. Winfield Blount, Minister
Cheerless Tyler, Minister
to Students

If you require funds to
complete your ducetion.
apply to the undeesigned.

St. Paul’s
Methodist Church

FIFTH and SANTA CLARA VS.

TENTH and SAN SALVADOR STS,

STEVENS BROS.
FOUNDATION INC.

MORNING WORSHIP

930 Lai. Colleg Church
School Class

930 and 11;00 a.m. PALM SUNDAY
Reception of Youth
Membership.

MORNING WORSHIP
11:00 a.m.

Patronize
Our Advertisers

CANTERBUR (
ASSOCIATION
Christian Center

for

JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP

First Methodist
Church

610-612 Endicott tlido
St Paul I. Minn. - Phone CA 2 5184

sell

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

Sunday Services
8:30 & 11 a.m.,
7.00 p.m.

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS
Walcon,fis you to

UoiCift 75
Ste,.

’Take the Bus’

CLASSIFIEDS

6:00 p.m. Knox Club
(College Students Only)

legis
faili
’heir
Ed%
rofess,

Church Slate

CY 4-7447

SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE WARD
Regular Sunday Meetings

,.8.8 ITt
1. Still

C/0/17

6:7" 7.0

4th & William -6th & Keyes
10TH AND TAYLOR

env-jal, Rel:n;

SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
TODAY
--

3 CO,

Drive -1n
Laundry

Cigarettes 22t
All Major Oils -38C

The Alameda at Shasta

,i-i,-. level

LAMBDA
DELTA
SIGMA

IRENE’S

In San Jose

Two Blocks from Campus

OF RELIGION

1’,."-;’ -

SHIRTS
DRY CLEANING
WASH & DRY

ITHYL--100+ OCTANE
REG.-90+ OCTANE

47

late I
00 i
ity

WESTMINSTER

F

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS

line.

REVEREND DON EMMEL, Campus Pai,for

(lay after vacation, in the re4.trar’s office, Adm103.
Instructions explain in detail
what is expected of graduates for
the formal exercise, to be held
lJune 10 in the Spartan stadium.
Dr. Ralph R. Cummings, associI ate dean in charge of admissions I
and records and chairman of 11, commencement committee, in
all seniors anticipating graduati,w
to obtain an instruction sheet.

1
s
s,S

for the banqu

Arthur’s office, CYpress 7-42:15
r
DAvenport 6-6013. Tickets cost $2
for non-students. Students may
either buy the regular ticket
or
pick up their trays in the cafeteria

Lowest Gas Prices

OUR ADVERTISERS

ill be graduated

Reservations

may be mad, by calling Pastor

.A

May Pick Up Data - -PATRONIZE
.seniors

United Cliureli Against
ism in Europe."

Classes, Baptism of Children

The Illumination of
the Cross"

Rev. DONALD A. GETTY, Minister
John M. Foster, Assoc. Minister

Edwin M. Sweet, Minister
Carl Metgar, Minister of Visitation

ONUMMS

Miscellaneous for Sole

Classified Rates:
25e a line Gut Insertion
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

To Place an Ad:

Cell at Student Affairs OffieA
Room 16, Tower Hell
No Phone Orders

Lest end Need
Found, one cannon 8 ,
9q1d bar.
,nneresfel rar es call CY 7.1884.
’58 Rabbit scooter, de:uxer, $200. CY
5933.

1519 Jr. Rabbit motor
81 L
cond. $235.
A pt I.
120C. cv
’58 Rabbit scooter de
3 5933.

sc.

Girls J.C. Higgins
Prace $30. Call 113’
Cal. .22 Revolver, H&R
most new $30. CY 2-898i.
Coffee :f
led, Divan, Watching Cha;...

c’ebuc

p
MO

German
Apartments for Rost
Typewriters Portable. He.,
Cult $141.5.
Modern 3-rm. apt. available May 1st. with American stand. leyb.
, 582.50. Co,ple prefered. Marlow AO Sacrifice $70. ANdreve 4.9729,
33 S. 6th. CY 2.2787,
Spots’s! Services
Furnished Apt. redecorated. For 2 or 3
to 2000. 7 r
ose 166 S. 10th, AL 2-2047.
Picnics, 8119’s Grsups 2 For infyr,e,:,
SJS. Senter Pan.
Deluge 3 rms. plus new fare. elec. kit.
I.,. carpets. 231 E. San Fernando St. CY 7,0950.
cr 2 5413, AN 9-9278. Now leasing. Rent TV. Special student rates. Cal! of
"duns only.
,er 5 p rto. ES 7.2935.
Autos for Sole
Spools! Notion college f’
yst.Jr
MG-TO, Going into service, must sell Let FINk ARTS pan Caa,misles.
P4’
en" fires, /Ire corer. white tonneau. Penias: Scholarships.
nrr,,1
8.30.10,00
Iseater, seat belts. 8895. CL 82943.
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